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Hill Smith Gallery 

"Art Lovers Welcome"

Hill Smith Gallery is home to both local and national artists as well as

contemporary and established ones. The eclectic collections include

beautiful landscapes, interesting figurative, thought-provoking still life

and awesome abstracts. The artists represented here have carved a niche

for themselves, each with a different genre and medium of expression.

The varied themes, curious blend of colors and diverse mediums create a

kaleidoscopic display. The gallery also provides a platform to artists to

showcase their creative talents. Art lovers can select and purchase their

favorites from the vast stockroom.

 +61 8 8223 6558  www.hillsmithgallery.com.

au/

 hsg@hillsmithgallery.com.a

u

 113 Pirie Street, Adelaide SA
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Jam Factory Contemporary Craft

And Design Centre 

"Contemporary Craft and Design"

This is one of Adelaide's most prestigious galleries. A visit to this arts and

cultural center is a must for anyone interested in local contemporary art

with a difference. Walk through the exhibition space, which is regularly

filled with exciting and distinctive work by local artists; craft, sculpture,

metalwork, ceramics and design. The store strives for perfection with

most of the work clean line and design oriented.

 +61 8 8231 0005  www.jamfactory.com.au  contact@jamfactory.com.a

u

 19 Morphett Street, Adelaide

SA
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Greenaway Art Gallery 

"Greenaway Art Gallery"

Greenaway Art Gallery is a charming space located in Adelaide's eastern

suburbs. Aimed at expanding the realms of art and exhibiting a vast

variety of new-age art, featured here are a host of works by renowned

artists from around the world. Although it deals primarily in contemporary

art, it also exhibits works from other visual art fields like photography.

Regular exhibitions bring a whole new collection of exhibits and

diversifies the scope of this brilliant art gallery.

 +61 8 8362 6354  www.greenaway.com.au/  gag@greenaway.com.au  39 Rundle Street, Kent

Town, Adelaide SA
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https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed.en
https://cityseeker.com/adelaide/354114-hill-smith-gallery
http://www.flickr.com/photos/dailyinvention/48796716/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://cityseeker.com/adelaide/156292-jam-factory-contemporary-craft-and-design-centre
https://cityseeker.com/adelaide/156292-jam-factory-contemporary-craft-and-design-centre
https://pixabay.com/en/photo-frame-frame-depth-878223/
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/deed.en
https://cityseeker.com/adelaide/671823-greenaway-art-gallery
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Art Images Gallery 

"Contemporary Arts"

Started a quarter century ago, Art Images Gallery is a fine contemporary

art gallery that offers exhibitions and events where one can witness the

artwork of contemporary artists of the city. Here one can find paintings,

ceramics, jewelry and sculptures. Browse through the selection and you

might find something eye-catching. the gallery also offers picture framing

and installation services.

 +61 8 8363 0806  artimagesgallery.com.au/  info@artimagesgallery.com

.au

 32 The Parade, Adelaide SA
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Better World Arts 

"Australian Traditional Artwork"

The next time you are in Adelaide, head to the Better World Arts gallery

where you will catch a glimpse of the local art scene of the city, especially,

the artwork created by the Aboriginal tribe. It has a cross-cultural initiative

whereby it combines traditional art of Kashmir, Peru and Nepal with the

craft of the Aborigines to create affordable art pieces that one can

purchase.

 +61 8 8240 3373  www.betterworldarts.com.

au/

 orders@betterworldarts.co

m.au

 144 Commercial Road,

Adelaide SA
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